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Underground Ar. Why?
The main limitation of atmospheric Ar for low-E low-background
searches is its intrinsic 39Ar activity:
-

beta decay with Qβ = 565 keV.
t1/2 = 269 y.
~1 Bq/kg.

39

Ar is produced mainly via spallation of cosmic rays on

40

Ar:

Ar stored deep underground for long
periods (underground Ar, UAr) has not
undergone cosmic activation, hence has
reduced 39Ar content.
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Underground Ar. Why?

See C. Jillings’ poster

DEAP-3600 proved competitive performance exploiting pulse shape
discrimination (PSD) in Ar, however scaling to 50 tonnes of active
volume adds some constraints:
See E. Pantic’s talk on DS-20k
Feasible trigger rates
with minimal dead time
and pile up

Fundamental to scale up:
50 tonne
~50 kHz
Fundamental for the S2-only
analysis
See S. Westerdale’s talk on
DS-LowMass

At low E, the few
photoelectrons available make
the Pulse Shape
discrimination variables less
accurate.

This sets Low-E
threshold of the ROI.
Critical for low-mass
WIMPS
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Measuring 39Ar in UAr. Why?
DarkSide-50 showed a depletion factor of 1400 in UAr with
respect to atmospheric Ar activity.
The presence of 85Kr hints a possible exposure to air, which
would also have introduced 39Ar. Because of this:
- The activity measured in DS-50 is an upper limit to the
intrinsic radioactivity of UAr. We want to quantify the
radiopurity with no contamination.
Evaluate the full
potential of this technology.
- Contamination happened in the past and can happen again.
We need to verify quality of every batch before
introducing it in DarkSide-20k.
Continuous operation
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Underground Ar program of DarkSide: Urania, Aria and DArT
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Aria
Aria will be the facility devoted to the
cryogenic distillation of Ar.
Seruci-0 (26 m instead of 350 m) already
proved isotopic distillation of LN2:
Separation factor top-bottom of 1.3 for
15
N-14N vs 14N-14N molecules.

Eur. Phys. J. C 81, 359 (2021)
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DArT in ArDM

Full description: JINST 15 P02024 (2020)

Small target filled with 1.35 kg of liquefied UAr:
-

Seen by two 1 cm2 SiPMs
Mylar reflector to enhance light
collection
TPB-coated inner acrylic vessel
Design, assembly and test at CIEMAT

Will be placed inside ArDM detector in single phase:
-

13 PMTs will see a ~1
buffer used as shield
New Pb-shield hanging
existing Polyethylene

tonne AAr
and veto
from
shield.

Based at Canfranc Underground Lab (Spain)
-

Under 1400 m.w.e
Procuring the Pb for the shield
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Performance of inner detector (atmospheric Ar)
Specific setup for tests in surface (CIEMAT) and
undeground (LSC)
-

Substitution of atmospheric Ar bath by
pressurized LN2 @ 85 K. No veto
Installation in an ad-hoc Pb-castle flashed with
Rn-free air (underground only).

It has allowed for:
-

-

evaluation of continuous performance of the
detector in runs of three weeks (expected
measurement time per batch of UAr).
Characterization of the photoelectronics and
light collection efficiency.
Determination of feasible operation conditions
of the DAQ and electronics.
Setting protocols for operating the inner
detector
Preliminary measurements of 39Ar intrinsic
activity in a small detector (analysis ongoing).
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LAr + SiPMs
One of the first
tests of the
performance of
SiPMs in LAr

Average beta event

Measured triplet
lifetime:
1230 ns
Average alpha event
Clear PSD even
with slower SiPM
response
f90
f640
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Characterization on surface: LAr

alphas identified with
PSD + BiPo coincidence

222

Rn
5.5 MeV
+
Po
6 MeV
218

214

Po
7.7
MeV

t1/2

214

Po = 164 μs
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Electron Recoil band spectrum
Normalized in
live time.

REMINDER:
Not in ArDM,
No veto.
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Reducing external backgrounds
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Ar activity of atmospheric Ar with no veto

39

Clear pattern of 39Ar visible
underground with Pb-shield.
Subtracting a featureless
linear background below the
39
Ar spectrum, and a threshold
at 33 keV, we measure
1.0 cps.

PRELIMINARY

Uncertainty lead by
systematics, under evaluation.
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Conclusions
-

-

The DarkSide collaboration is in a steady path to procure
purified underground argon for DarkSide-20k, ARGO and beyond.
The radiopurity achievable with underground Ar has not been
measured yet: this is a must for the GADMC.
The quality of this Ar needs to be assessed on a regular basis
(per batch) before use in DarkSide-20k (and ARGO): this
requires continuous operation for several years.
We have validated the performance of the inner detector at
CIEMAT and Laboratorio Subterráneo de Canfranc.
All the components in our hands. Commissioning expected to
start end of 2021/beginning of 2022.
We are already in position to perform competitive measurements
of 39Ar activity in atm. Ar.
No showstopper for the characterization of underground Argon
with a depletion factor of x14000 (10 times cleaner than that
of DS-50).
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Check the other DarkSide talks:
B. Bottino:
The outreach and education program of
DarkSide
E. Pantic:
DarkSide-20k and the future LAr dark matter
S. Westerdale:
Direct search for low mass DM with DS-LowMass
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Thanks to all the
collaborators,

and to you for your
(asynchronous)
attention!
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BACKUP
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Status of veto and shields
-

Pb-castle designed and tested with concrete
mock-up bricks. Single Pb-brick already
ordered for final tests. Less than 2 months
for full production.

-

PMTs already at LNGS and ready for TPB
coating.

-

Ar from last ArDM run in storage dewar
underground.

-

Slow control of ArDM in continuous
operation.
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Urania
-

Extraction URANIA: We need to extract ~110t of UAr from the
same location used for DS50 (Cortez, Colorado)

-

A new industrial scale extraction plant with a production
rate of 330 kg/day has already been built and is ready to
be delivered to the site.

-

Preparation of the site, plant installation and
commissioning is foreseen for 2022. Extraction of UAr will
begin in 2023.
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